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This is one of the most confusing and most-asked about "conventions."
It refers to when your side bids the opponents' suit.
Bidding the opponent's suit on the 3 level is obviously NOT natural. But, does it ask for a stopper (the Western Cue-bid)? Ostensibly, the
answer is "yes" -- but this is not etched in stone.
West North East South
1
Pass
1
1
3
Pass
3

East's 3 bid is obviously not natural. Is it saying he has spades stopped? Is it asking his partner for a spade
stopper? Is it a control-bid, showing the ace or king of spades?
Technically, the answer is "none of the above." But, for the time being, West assumes that East is looking for
a spade stopper. If West has spades stopped, he will likely bid 3NT.

A typical hand for responder would be :

9852
AJ932
K3
J2
-- Responder wants to bid 3NT, but wouldn't dare do so without spades stopped. He doesn't want to bypass 3NT, in case opener has, say:
K6
Q
J65
A K Q 8 7 5 3.

Over East's 3 , West would bid 3NT with this hand.
If East happens to have spades stopped (and enough for game) but no diamond stopper, he would usually just bid 3NT himself and not
worry about the diamonds.
Might East have had something else in mind when he bid 3 ? Sure.
He might hold:

A9
AKQ72
543
J64
. In that case, he is control-bidding spades -- and will later raise clubs (he won't sit for 3NT--he has club slam interest).

Let's look at another auction where your side bids the opponents' suit on the 3-level.
West North East South
1
2
2
Pass
3
Pass
3

East's 3 bid is not natural. It is presumed to be a "Western Cuebid" -- looking for a diamond stopper.
If opener has diamonds stopped, he should bid 3NT.
A typical hand for East would be :

74
AQJ43
932
AJ2
.But, as before, East could have other things in mind--maybe he is slamming with a diamond control. If so, he will make his intentions known
later in the auction.

Summary of "Western Cuebids" :
When cue-bidding the opponents’ suit below 3NT, think of it as “forcing.” It doesn’t tell or ask (sounds like the U.S. army policy). It doesn’t
show or deny. It can be made with many types of hand. The partner of the cue-bidder will typically bid notrump with a stopper.
Note: A Western cue-bid is NOT a jump to the 3-level -- you must already be at the 3-level. Also, it doesn't apply when your side has found a
major-suit fit to play in. Lastly, when asking or answering questions about such bids, don't even bother with the term "Western Cue" -- just
say "the bid is artificial and forcing."
P.S : The above article was taken from Larry Cohen – Best of the Best – a great Bridge Teacher, prolific writer of Bridge books and one of
the top Bridge players of world. We would recommend all Bridge players especially Intermediate to Advanced players – to read all his books
and teachings and if possicle to join his classes in person.

